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Implement common functional programming design models and techniques for PythonLearn as a choice between imperative and functional methods based on expressiveness, clarity, and performanceIally functional Python in the general exploratory data analysis (EDA) programming problemsPythonâ€ ™ easy to learn and extensible
abilities to offer a number of functional programming functions you bring to your workflow, especially in the realm of data science. If youâ€™re Python creator who wants to learn how to take the power of functional programming and bring it to your programs, then this book is very important to you, even if you know the next one is nothing
about the paradigm. Starting with a general overview of the functional concepts youâ€™ll explore common functional features such as first-class and higher order functions, pure functions and more, and how they are performed by Python to give you the basic foundations youâ€™ll rely on. After that, youâ€™ll discover common functional
optimization in Python to help your apps achieve even higher speeds. You'll also explore data preparation methods and data scans in detail, and learn how the Python standard library fits the functional programming model. Finally, top of your journey to feature Python youâ€™ll look at the PyMonad project and some larger examples to
bring everything into perspective in the world. With Functional Python programming on your side youâ€™ll understand the basic concepts feature Python, its impact on the programming workflow, and how to implement it in Python, giving you the opportunity to take your applications to an even higher level. What you will learnUse Python
generator functions and generator expressions to work with collections in an irregular (or lazy) wayUse Python library modules, including itertools, functools, multiprocessing, and concurrent.futures for efficient functional programs Use Python strings with object-oriented sukfix notation and prefix notationAvoid stateful classes by taking
advantage of families tuplesDesign and implement decorators to create composite functionsUsing features such as max() , min(), map(), filter() andsorted()Write advanced higher ordering featuresAbout AuthorSteven FLott was programming from 70s when computers were large, expensive and rare. As a software developer and architect,
he has worked on hundreds of projects, from very small to very large ones. He has been using Python to solve business problems for more than 10 years. ContentStarting functional programmingStab functional functions, features, features, features, Iterators and generatorsCouting with setshigh-order functionsRecursions and
reductionsSublic tuple methodsDegrade moduleMore Itertools TechniquesThe Functools ModuleDecorator Design TechniquesThe Multiprocessing and Threading ModulesConditional Expressions and the Operator Module Pymonad LibraryA Functional Approach to Web ServicesOptimizations and Publication date: April 2018 they are
often used in function definitions. It de-emphasizes or avoids state changes and mutable objects of complexity. It tends to create programs that are more concise and expressive. In this section, we will introduce some methods that describe functional programming. We will set out several ways to associate these features with Python.
Finally, we also address several ways in which the benefits of functional programming accumulate when we use these design models to create Python applications. Python has many functional programming features. It's not just a functional programming language. It offers enough suitable features that it provides the benefits of functional
programming. It also retains all the optimization power necessary for programming language. We'll also look at the problem domain that we'll use for many examples of this book. We will try to stick to the exploratory data analysis (EDA) as its algorithms are often good examples of functional programming. In addition, the benefits of
functional programming in this problem area are rapidly accumulating. Our aim is to establish some fundamental principles for functional programming. More serious Python code will begin in section 2, introducing some functional features.We'll focus on python 3.6 features in this book. However, some examples may also work for Python
2. It's hard to be definitive on the programming paradigms of the universe. For our purposes, we distinguish only two of the many paradigms: Â functionalÂ programming and imperativeÂ programming. One important distinguishing feature between the two is the concept of the state. In a mandatory language, such as Python, the
calculation status is reflected in the value of variables in different namespaces; some statements make a clearly defined change to the state by adding or changing (or even removing) the variable. Language is necessary because every statement is a team that changes the state inÂ in a certain way. Our general focus is on the attribution
statement and how it changes the status. Python has other claims, such as global or non-native ones, that change the rules of variables in a particular namespace. Statements such asÂ def, class and import change the processing context. Other statements, such as asÂ try, except if, elif, and still act as a protection change, as a set of
statements will change the state of calculation. Statements like asA and something similarly, wrap statements on the block, so that statements can repeatedly change the state of the calculation. However, the purpose of all these different types of statements is to change the status of variables. Ideally, each assignment statement pre-
performs the calculation status from the original state towards the desired end result. The fact that the claim may be disputed. One of the approaches is to define the final state, determine the statement that will determine this final state, and then derive the precondition required for this final statement. This design process can be iterated
until an acceptable initial state is obtained. In functional language, we change the stateâ€ of changing values variablesâ€ with a simpler concept for evaluating functions. Each feature rating creates a new entity or objects from existing entities. Since the functional program is the composition of functions, we can create lower-level functions
that are easy to understand, and then create higher-level compositions that are also easier to visualize than a complex sequence of statements. The evaluation of functions is more closely parallel to mathematical formalism. For this reason, we can often use a simple algebra to create an algorithm that clearly handles edge cases and
marginal conditions. This allows us to have more confidence that the features work. It also makes it easy to find test cases in official unit testing. It is important to note that functional applications are generally relatively concise, expressive and effective compared to the necessary (object-oriented or procedural) programs. The benefits are
not automatic; this requires careful design. These design efforts for functional programming are often easier than procedural programming. We can divide mandatory languages into several separate categories. In this section, we will quickly look at the procedural and object-oriented difference. It is important to see how object-oriented
programming is a subset of mandatory programming. The difference between procedural and object orientation does not reflect the fundamental difference that functional programming represents. We will use code samples to illustrate concepts. For some, it will feel like reinventing the wheel. For others, it provides a specific expression of
abstract concepts. In some kind of calculations, we can ignore Python object-oriented functions and write simple numerical algorithms. For example, we can write something similar to the following amounts in the number that share the total property: s = 0 n in the range (1, 10): if n %3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0: s += n (s) SumÂ sÂ includes only
those numbers that are multiples of three or five. We made this program strictly procedural, avoiding any clear use of Python object features. The status of the program is defined by the values of the variables s and n. VariableÂ nÂ acquires values such that 1 â‰¤ n &lt; 10. Since the loop includes the ordered study of n values, we can
prove that it will stop when n == 10. Similar code would work in C or Java using their primitive (non-objective) data types. We can use Python'sÂ Object-OrientedÂ programming (OOP) functionality to create a similar program: m = list() in n range (1, 10): if n %3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0: m.append(n) print (sum (m))) This program the same
result, but it accumulates a magnificent collection object, m as it takes place. The calculation status is defined by the values of the variables m and n. M.append(n) and sum(m) syntax can be confusing. This causes some programmers to claim (incorrectly) that Python is somehow not only object-oriented because it has a mixture of
features () and object.method() syntax. Rest assured, Python is purely object-oriented. Some languages, such as C+, allow you to use primitive types of data, such as Int, float, and long, that are not objects. Python does not have these primitive types. The syntax of prefixes, the presence of an amount(m) does not change the nature of the
language. To be pedantic, we can completely accept the object model, defining the subclass of the list class. This new class will include the sum method: class Summable_List (list): def amount (self): s = 0 v self: s += v return sIf we initialize variableÂ mÂ with theÂ Summable_List () class instead of the list() method, we can use the
m.sum() method instead of the amount (m) method. Such a change can help clarify the idea that Python is really and completely focused on the object. The use of the skirt of the prefix function is purely syntactic sugar. All three of these examples are based on variables to clearly show the status of the program. They are based on
attribution reports to change variable values and pre-calculate toward completion. We can insert statements of statements into these examples to show that the planned state changes are being implemented properly. The bottom line is not that the necessary programming is broken down in a certain way. The point is that functional
programming leads to a change in attitude, which in many cases can be very useful. We'll show you an image of the same algorithm function. Functional programming does not mean that this example is dramatically shorter or faster. From a functional point of view, the sum of three and five multiples can be defined in two parts:sum of a
sequence of numbersThe sequence of values that meets a simple test condition, for example, is three and fiveTimes the sum is simple, recursive definition:def sumr(seq): if len(seq) == 0: return 0 return sec. [0] + sumr(seq[1] :]) We defined the sequence in two cases amount: in the case of baseÂ it is claimed that the sum of the zero-
length sequence is 0, and in the case of recursiveÂ it is claimed that the sequence amount is the first value plus the amount of the rest of the sequence. Since the recursive definition depends on a shorter sequence, we can be sure that it will (ultimately) be passed on to the main case. Here are some examples of how this feature
works:&gt;&gt;&gt; sumr([7, 11]) 18 &gt;&gt;&gt; 7+sumr(11]) 18 &gt;&gt;&gt;+sumr([]) 0The first example calculates the sum of the list with multiple items. The second example shows how the recursion rule works by adding the first element, seq[0] to the sum of the remaining items, sumr(seq[1:]). Finally, the calculation of the results
includes defined as zero. Operator + in the last row of the previous example and the initial value 0 in the main large case describes the equation as an amount. If we change the operator to * and the initial value to 1, it would be just as easy to calculate the product. We will return to this simple idea of generalisation in the following chapters.
In addition, a sequence of values may have a simple, recursive definition, as follows: def to (n, filter_func, v): if v == n: gr.: gr.filter_func(v): return [v] + to (n, filter_func, v+1) elsewhere: go back to (n, filter_func, v+1) In this function, we compared a certain value, v compared to the upper limit, n. If v reaches the upper limit, the resulting list
must be empty. This is the main case of recursion. There are two other cases defined by the filter_func(). If filter_func() retrie ll pass the v value, we will create a very small list that contains one item, and we will add the remaining values of the function to () to this list. If filter_func() rejects the v value, this value is ignored, and the result is
simply defined by the remaining values of the until() function. We see that the value of v will increase from the initial value until it reaches n, ensuring that we reach the baseline soon. Here's how we can use the up() function to generate three and five multiples. First, we will define a handy lambda object to filter values:mult_3_5 = lambda
x: x%3==0 or x%5==0 (We will use lambdas to emphasize concise definitions of simple functions. Anything more complex than a single line expression requires a def sentence.) We can see how this lambda works from the command line theÂ example:&gt;&gt;&gt; mult_3_5(3) True &gt;&gt;&gt; mult_3_5 (4) False &gt;&gt;&gt; mult_3_5
(5) TrueThis function can be used with up to () function to generate a range of values that are multiples of three and five. While () the value sequence generation function works as follows:&gt;&gt;&gt; to (10, lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0,0) [0, 3, 5, 6, 9]We can use our recursive sum() function to calculate the sum of this value sequence.
Various functions, such as amount(), up to() and mult_3_5(), are defined as simple recursive functions. Values are calculated withoutÂ resortingÂ use intermediate variables to store the state. We will return to ideas for this purely functional, recursive definition in several places. It is important to note here that many functional programming
language compilers can optimize these kinds of simple recursive functions. Python cannot perform the same optimizations. We will continue this example with a mostly functional version of the previous sample to calculate the sum of multiples three and five. OurA hybrid functional version may look like this:print (sum (n n in range (1, 10) if
n%3==0 or n%5==0))))We used nested generatorÂ expressions to iteert through a set of values and calculate the sum of these values. Interval (1, the method is iterated and therefore a certain expression of the generator; it generates a range of values . More complex expressionÂ n n in the range (1,10) if n%3 = = 0 or n%5 = = 0Â is also
an iterable expression. It produces a set of values. VariableÂ nÂ is mandatory for each value, more as a method of expressing the contents of the set than as an indicator of the calculation status. The Sum() function uses an iterable expression to create the final object, 23.The associated variable is not an expression for the generator.
VariableÂ nÂ is not visible elsewhere in the program. If a word reservation can be extracted into a separate function that allows you to easily reorize it for other rules. We can also use a higher queue function named filter() instead of if the condition is a generator expression. We save this section 5, Higher Order Functions.The variableÂ nÂ
in this example is not directly comparable to variableÂ nÂ in the first two necessary examples. A valid variable is created in the location namespace of the statement (not in the generator expression). The generator expression does not create a variable in the same way as a statement does not exist:&gt;&gt;&gt; amount(n n in range(1, 10)
if n%3==0 or n%5==0) 23 &gt;&gt;&gt; n Traceback (last call last time): File&lt;stdin&gt; , line 1, &lt;module&gt;nameEr: name n null Variable n is not outside the expressions of the generator pairing. It does not define the calculation status. In some cases, this can help you view intermediates as a calculation history. Importantly, the
calculation history is not fixed. When functions are connecting or associative, changing the rating order can create different entities. This can have performance improvements without any changes in the correctness of the results. Consider the following expression:&gt;&gt;&gt; 1+2+3+4 10 We look at various possible computing stories
with the same result. Since + operator is commuting and associative, there are many candidates' stories that lead to the same result. Of the candidate sequences, there are two important alternatives, which are as follows: &gt;&gt;&gt; ((1+2)+3)+4 10 &gt;&gt;&gt; 1+(2+(3+4)) 10 In the first case, we fold values from left to right. This is how
Python works indirectly. Intermediate objects 3 and 6 are created as part of this assessment. In the second case, we fold from right to left. In this scenario, subto such objects 7 and 9 are created. In the case of a simple arithmetic of a simple number of it, two results have the same performance; there are no benefits of optimisation. When
we work with similar add-ons to the list, we may see some optimization improvements when changing the linking rules. Here's a simple example: &gt;&gt;&gt; Import Time &gt;&gt; timeit.timeit((([]+[1])+[2])+[3]))+[4]) 0.88469412497 94327 &gt;&gt;&gt; timeit.timeit([]+([1]+([2]+([3]+[4]))) 1.0207440659869462 In this case, there is some
benefit&lt;/module&gt; &lt;/stdin&gt;from left to right. For functional design, it is important to have the idea that the + operator (or add() function can be used in any order to achieve the same results. + the operator does not have hidden side effects that limit the way in which this operator uses it. When we use Python for functional
programming, we begin a path that will include a hybrid that is not strictly functional. Python is not Haskell, OCaml or Erlang. In this regard, our main CPU hardware does not work; it is not even strictly focused on the object, the CPU is usually procedural. All programming languages are based on abstractions, libraries, systems, and virtual
machines. These abstractions, in turn, can rely on other abstractions, libraries, systems and virtual machines. The most apt metaphor is this: the world is carried by a giant turtle back. The turtle stands on the back of another giant tortoise. And that turtle, in turn, stands on the back of another turtle. These turtles all the way down.-
Anonymousâ€ ©Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â More importantly, the presence of abstraction and virtual machines does not fundamentally change our approach to software design to exploit the functional programming
functions of the Python.Even functional programming community, both in a purer and less pure functional programming language. Some languages use monacos extensively to handle great things, such as file system input and output. Other languages depend on a hybridized environment, similar to how we use Python. Python software
can usually work with carefully selected procedural exceptions. Our functional Python program will rely on these three stacksÂ of abstraction: Our programs will functionâ€ all the way downâ€ until we hit objectspagriemi pithon runtime environment that supports our functional programming objectsâ€ all the way downâ€ until we hit
librariesantures that support Python is a turtle on which Python stands in the temporary system and hardware form its stack of turtles. This information is not related to the problems that we are going to solve. As part of our introduction, we will look at the classic example of functional programming. This is based on the paper Why
Functional Programming Matters by John Hughes. The article appeared in a paper called Research Topics for Functional Programming, edited by D. Turner, published by Addison-Wesley in 1990.Here's a link to the paper Research Topics in Functional Programming: discussion of functional programming in general is profound. The
document contains some examples. We'll look at just one: the Newton-Raphson algorithm found at the root of the function. In this scenario, the function is square root. Important, because many versions of this algorithm depend on the clear state, controlled through the loops. Indeed, The paper provides a fragment of fortran code that
emphasizes the stateful, necessary for processing. The basis for this harmonisation is the calculation of the next harmonisation under the current approximation. function next_() lasts x, approximate sqrt(n) method and calculates another value that is appropriate for the root in parentheses. Look at the following example:def next_ (n, x):
return (x+n/x)/2This function calculates valuesÂ sequence . The distance between the values is halved each time, so they quickly merge with the value that means . Note that nameÂ next ()Â would be exposed to the built-in feature. Calling itA next_ () allows us to track the original presentation as much as possible using Pythonic names.
Here's how this feature looks when using command prompt:&gt;&gt;&gt; n = 2 &gt;&gt;&gt; f = lambda x: next_(n,x) &gt;&gt;&gt; a0 = 1,0 &gt;&gt;&gt; [round(x,4) x in (a0, f(a0), f(f(a0))), f(f(f(a0))),]] [We defined the method of lambda converging in 1.0, 1.5, 1.4167, 1.4142] F(). We started with 1.0 as the original value. Then we assessed the
sequence of recursive assessments: , and so on. We evaluated these features using generator expression so that we could round up each value. This makes it easier to read output and easier to use with doctest. The sequence seems to be quickly merging. We can write a function that (basically) will create an infinite sequence of Â
values converging on the proper square root: def repeat (f, a): harvest v repeat (f, f(a)): vintage v This function will create approximation using function, f() and initial value, a. If we provide next_() function defined earlier, we will get a approximation sequence of square root n argument. The repeat() function expects the function f() to have
one argument; however, our next_() function has two arguments. We can use lambda object Lambda x: next_ (n, x) to create a partial version of the next_() function with one of two variables. Python generator functions can not be trivial recursive; they must clearly repeat the recursive results, giving them separately. Attempting to use a
simple return retry (f, f(a)) will abort an iteration that returns the generator expression instead of providing a range of values. There are two ways to return all values instead of returning the generator expression, which is as follows: We can write the line clear as follows: x some_iter: yield x.We can use yieldfrom statement as follows:yield
from some_iter. The two methods giving the recursive generator function values are equivalent. We will try to emphasize the harvest. However, in some cases, the output of complex expressions will be clearer than the equivalent expression of mapping or generator. Of course, we don't want a whole endless sequence. It is very important
to stop generating values when two values are so close to each other that either one is useful as the square root we are looking for The total symbol of value, which is close enough, is the Greek letter Epsilon, Îμ, which can be perceived as the biggest mistake we tolerate. Python, we need to be a little smart when taking items from an
endless sequence one by one. It works well to use a simple interface function that wraps up a slightly more complex recursion. Look at the following snippet of code:def within(Îμ, iterable): def head_tail(Îμ, a, iterable): b = next(iterable), if abs(a-b) &lt; =Îμ: return b return head_tail(Îμ, b, iterable) return head_tail (Îμ, next (iterable), iterable)
We have defined the internal function, head_tail() that accepts tolerance, Îμ, element of iterable sequence, a, and iterable sequence rest, iterable. The next item from iterableÂ bound to name b. If the two values are close enough to find a square root. Otherwise, we use value b in recursive head_tail() function call to examine another pair
of values. Our () function is only intended to properly initialize the internal head_tail() function with the first value of the iterable parameter. Some functional programming languages offer a technique that will return the value to the iterable sequence. For python, it can be a kind of unget() or previous () method that pushes the value back into
the iterator. Python iterables do not offer such rich functionality. We can use three functions next_(), repeat() and through () create square root function, yes:def sqrt (a0, Îμ, n): return through (Îμ, repeat (lambda x: next_ (n,x), a0)))We used the repeat() function to generate a (potentially) infinite sequence of values based on the next_ (n,x)
function. Our internal () function will stop generating values in a sequence when it finds two values with a difference less than Îμ. When we use this version of the sqrt() method, we need to provide the initial value of the seeds, a0 and Îμ. Expression such as sqrt (1.0, .0001, 3) will start with 1.0 approximation and calculate the value Â
through 0.0001. For most programs, the starting value of a0 can be 1.0. But the closer there is an actual square root, the faster this method merges. The original example of this approximation algorithm was shown in Miranda's language. It's easy to see that there are some big differences between Miranda and Python. The biggest
difference is Miranda's ability to build flaws, turning value back into iterable, makes unget kind. This parallelism between Miranda and Python gives us confidence that many kinds of functional programming can be easily done by Python. Later in this book we will use the EXP area as a source of specific examples of functional
programming. This field is rich in algorithms and methods for working with complex data sets; functional programming is often very well suited between problem domain and automated solutions. Although the details differ the author, there are several widely recognised stages of the EDA. This includes:Data Preparation: This may include
extracting and transforming source applications. This may include analyzing the source data format and scouring a particular type of data to remove inappropriate or inappropriate data. This is an excellent application of functional design techniques. Data study: this is a description of the available data. This usually includes basic statistical
functions. This is another great place to explore functional programming. We can describe our focus as univariate and bivariate statistics, but it sounds too daunting and complex. This actually means that we will focus on average, median, mode and other related descriptive statistics. Data scan may also include data visualization. We skirt
this problem because it does not include very functional programming. I suggest that you use toolkit such asÂ SciPy. Visit these links for more information on how SciPY worksÂ and its use: Data modeling and machine learning: This is usually proscriptive because it involves expanding the model into new data. We're going to skirt around
this because some models can become mathematically sophisticated. If we spend too much time on these topics, we will not be able to focus on functional programming. Assessment and comparison: where alternative models exist, each of them must be evaluated in order to determine which one is better suited to the available data. This
may include normal descriptive statistics for model outputs. This can be useful for functional design methods. The EDA's goal is often to create a model that can be installed as a solution support program. In most cases, the pattern can be a simple feature. A simple functional programming method can be applied to new data and show
results for human consumption. We looked at the programming paradigm with the eye toward separating the functional paradigm from two common imperative paradigms. Our goal in this book is to explore the functional programming features of Python. We found that some parts of Python do not allow for functional programming alone;
we will use several hybrid methods that meld good features of concise, expressive functional programming with some high quality optimization Python.In in the next section, we will look at five specific functional programming methods in detail. These methods will form an essential basis for our hybridized functional programming of
Python.Â Read more to unlock this book with a FREE 10-day trial trial
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